Installation Guide
REMOVING SHIPPING DEVICES
*Using a 10mm socket, remove 4 shipping bolts AND 4 plastic spacers from rear of machine (Diag. 1).
Failure to remove shipping spaces before running machine can damage your machine. Assure that shipping styrofoam
and plastic spacer are removed from the bottom of the unit (Diag. 2). Keep bolts and plastic spacers for future moves.
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PORTABLE CONNECTION (WFA-2 kit)
It is recommended that if you are connecting your machine portably to a faucet, that you keep the machine on the rubber
legs rather than putting on the wheels. Keeping the machine on the rubber legs will keep the machine more stable and
ensure a quieter smoother operation. Keeping the machine in a remote location and using longer hoses to reach the faucet
and sink is an option to keep in mind. This will also free space in the faucet area and also keep you from having to
physically move the unit for operation.
Connect 90 degree brass adapters to the Y-hose adapter Position (A) (Diag. 3). Face the adapters the same direction.
Then connect the 90 degree brass adapters to the cold and hot valves of washer machine. The Y-hose adapter is required
so that all wash cycle selections are available to you. Connect the faucet adapter to one end of inlet hose and then connect
the other end to the Y-hose Position (B) (Diag. 3) adapter. Remove faucet aerator and screw on faucet adapter aerator.
Ensure that drain line is secure and draining into sink basin or other drain outlet.
PERMANENT CONNECTION

Connect cold and hot water supply lines. NOTE: All hoses, including the drain line, must be long enough to pull unit
entirely out from any closet, cabinet or countertop enclosure so that there is ready access to the top and rear of machine
while still connected to plumbing. This is required for servicing reasons.
The drain may be connected in many ways. It is recommended that a standpipe system is used.
If a standpipe is not an option, the machine can be connected to the plumbing under the sink. However, certain
requirements must be met to ensure proper dryer venting (WD2000 only) (Diag. 4).
*The drain line must not be restricted or reduced in any way. All connections and extensions must be a minimum
of ¾” in diameter. To prevent kinking, use ribbed hose for extensions.
*The connection on the plumbing must be at least six inches away from the top of the trap water
Position (A)( Diag.4). Placing the Tee as close to neck of the sink is advised Position (B) (Diag. 4)
*Do not use a check valve on drain system. This will cause the dryer to overheat. Instead create a “loop with the
extra hose line to prevent back flow. Position (C) (Diag. 4).
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